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Nature Conservation Foundation. Top News Right Now Click here for more “The draft Lakshadweep Development Authority Regulation of 2021, is highly problematic and, should it become law ...
‘Lakshadweep development draft against laws that safeguard ecology, livelihood, culture’: 60 scientists write to President, seek intervention
Primary energy is the energy that exists in nature and can be obtained by certain ... caused by mining machine upgrade Following Moore's Law, chip technology has gradually transitioned from ...
SAI’s “Carbon Footprint” report: “Miners” going overseas may bring four changes in the mining industry
Story continues "We need to respond to the evidence that we are hitting climate tipping points with equally urgent action to decarbonise the global economy and start restoring instead of destroying ...
Earth's 'vital signs' worsening as humanity's impact deepens
Harry D. Jonas is an international lawyer at Future Law, Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia, and co-chair of the IUCN WCPA Specialist Group on Other Effective Area-based Conservation Measures.
Biodiversity needs every tool in the box: use OECMs
Rudi Putra, the Indonesian conservation manager who won The Future for Nature Award 2013 ... authority to break national forest protection laws. He says, “It appears that the National Government ...
Can Ecotourism Save Indonesia’s Disappearing Forests?
5 Singapore Immunology Network ... are associated with the development of viral resistance, and do not provide protection from reinfection (4). For these reasons, an effective vaccine to prevent ...
A human vaccine strategy based on chimpanzee adenoviral and MVA vectors that primes, boosts, and sustains functional HCV-specific T cell memory
From tree-planting drives to tighter laws on illegal logging, countries worldwide are searching for a silver bullet to stop the loss of forests vital for nature and climate protection. After ...
Uganda helps farmers grow trees for money in bid to reverse forest loss
Arrangements have been made to promote social stability, border development, ecological protection ... give priority to ecology and pursue green development, strive for modernization focusing ...
CGTN: China vows 'lasting stability, high-quality development' in Tibet Autonomous Region
They stressed the “willful destruction of biodiversity” violates the Constitutional right to a balanced and healthful ecology and the following environmental laws: Similar reclamation projects ...
Groups call for halt to 'hasty, irregularly approved' reclamation projects
A new, much-awaited legal definition of "ecocide" has moved the world a step closer to recognising the plunder and mass destruction of nature as criminal ... own domestic laws to deal with ...
Buzz over ecocide likely gaining recognition as a crime
China’s increasing pressure over the suspended Myitsone dam in ethnic Kachin state has highlighted Myanmar’s dilemma in choosing between environmental protection ... College of Law, on the ...
Myanmar’s Myitsone Dam Dilemma
"Expanding nature access and protection in our urban spaces is critical in the fight against biodiversity loss and climate change," he said. "It also supports better mental wellbeing and equity in ...
Ottawa considering creation of national park at Blue Mountain-Birch Cove Lakes
The Atimonan project has also violated environmental protection laws for permitting the cutting of thousands ... director of the diocese of Lucena’s ministry on ecology Father Warren Puno said: “We ...
San Miguel Corp's energy arm ceases 1,500MW in coal power projects
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Storm petrels have been confirmed to be breeding at a nature reserve on an island in the Firth of Forth. Nature Scot, the UK Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (UKCEH) and the Isle of May Bird ...
Storm petrels confirmed to be breeding on Isle of May
Ecology concept. Hand holding light bulb against nature on green leaf with icons ... vaccine efficacy,” Cyber Security and Digital Data Protection Concept. Icon graphic interface showing secure ...
A Roadmap On The Geopolitical Impact Of Emerging Technologies By Chuck Brooks And Dr. David Bray
Quad-mire: In a joint press conference with Indian Foreign Minister Subrahmanyam Jaishankar, Blinken said the Quad alliance — which also includes Japan and Australia — is not military in nature ... s ...
POLITICO China Direct: Tianjin, Tahiti, Taliban — Finnish FM exclusive — Summer book list
"We need to respond to the evidence that we are hitting climate tipping points with equally urgent action to decarbonise the global economy and start restoring instead of destroying nature," he said.
Earth's 'vital signs' worsening as humanity's impact deepens
BEIJING, July 23, 2021 /CNW/ -- China's Tibet Autonomous Region, known as "the world's last piece of pure land" and "the roof of the world," celebrates its 70th anniversary of the peaceful ...
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